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42 teams ready for Huairasinchi Ecuador

By Natalia Greene

Ecuador, 21, 22 & 23 February 2009. 
HuairaSinchi is more than an adventure race, it is
a lifestyle that allows the best national and
international racers to reach unimaginable goals,
and exceed their limits, both physical and mental
limits. HuairaSinchi is an adventure race that each
year discovers hidden places in Ecuador, rich
places, not only for its nature but its people and
history. This race promotes environmental
conscience, protection and respect for nature, and
a healthier lifestyle. It includes sportive disciplines such us: mountain biking, trekking,
paddling, fixed ropes and orienteering in 4 people teams. There are four categories:
coed elite, coed adventure, elite men, adventure men. 

The most amazing highlands, rivers, lakes and mountains are going to be part of the
seventh edition of HuairaSinchi, considering that Ecuador is among the 5 most
biodiverse countries in the world with regions as different as the Andes mountain
range, the Amazon jungle, the Pacific coast and the Galapagos Islands reachable within
day distances. This year’s race promises many emotions, competitive teams from
different countries and mainly, spectacular landscapes. 

Thirty two national teams and eight international teams are registered to participate in
Huarasinchi’s 7th edition. Among the international elite teams are: Speleo Salomon
from Poland; Vibram Sport 2000 from France; Bosi from Colombia; Adventure World
Magazine from USA; Buff - Thermocool from Spain; Safety Smart Wear-Aerogal from
Colombia; Karen´s Aventura Briko from Colombia; and Retos.Info from Venezuela.
Hence, this race promises to be very competitive between the international teams that
come with all their experience and the national teams that have an international level
and are acclimatized to the high altitudes and the used to the rapid changing
landscapes. 

In this occasion, HuairaSinchi 2009 is presented by Chevrolet, through its campaign
Chevrolet Sports and by Ministry of Tourism through its brand “Ecuador”. Moreover,
HuairaSinchi will have an online coverage of the race. During the 3 days, everybody
will be able to check on the teams’ status on the race’s website. The map and
information details about the race will soon be posted.

It is very important to highlight, that starting this year, HuairaSinchi is a member of
the Adventure Races (AR) World Series. So, one of the teams’ objectives during
HuairaSinchi 2009 is to get ready and classify for the AR World Championship that will
be in Portugal in December 2009.

Visit us: www.huairasinchi.com.ec
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